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Osrs big chompy hunting

in: Medium Quests, Quests, Big Chompy Bird Hunting Share Medium Quests Big Chompy Bird Hunting Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. From old school RuneScape Vicky Is a great Chompy Bird Hunt quest where you help Rantz the giant catch a chompy bird so
that he may feed his children. Details[editing | editing source] Walkthrough[editing | editing source] starting point of effort. Talk to Rantz; Some of the ways to reach him include using the GNOME glider (only after completing a small fan), trading for a Feldip Hills teleport with other players, the Nightmare
Area Minigame Yaban Group, or the Fairy Ring System (AKS). Rantz is hungry and wants you to help him build arrows for his unusually large bow, so he can hunt the chompy bird. Like any arrow, giant arrows require feathers, shafts and tip. Note: You have giant arrows from scratch; Otherwise, Rantz
will not accept them. Build arrowtips[edit | edit source] you need to start trying before you can have the ability to arrowtips. Kill a few wolves (level 64) in the crater to southwest Rantz for wolf bones. (It can be safe standing near the roots in the northeast of the swamp.) Use chisels on wolf bones to
generate flash tips. Note: When selling wolf bones, you get a random amount of arrow head (estimated 2-6). Build shafts[edit | edit source] crush a few nearby Achey trees for Achey tree logs (you'll need around 5 logs - Rantz himself wants 6 arrows, and you'll probably want a few of your own). Use
knives in logs to produce some flash shafts. Build Flash [Edit | Edit Source] Cave[Edit | Edit Source] Back to Rantz, and flash him. He then tells you about the swampy toads his children like to play with. Ask Rantz all the questions mentioned otherwise you won't be going to open the breast later. Enter the
entrance to the cave entrance north of Rantz. Talk to rantz kids in the cave. They let you know that Rantz locks under your giant in the chest (keep bellows if you're doing my mourning end section and/or plan recipes for disaster). The chest is closed and the weight is packed with a large stone. Trying to
unlock the chest. Unsuccessful efforts will reduce your power by up to 1. Search the chest to retrieve the shelves (make sure you search for it immediately, or it may be locked again). Inflatable toads[editing | editing the source] filling the underlyings and using it on toads. Go back to southwest Of Rantz
where you found the wolves, they surrounded a swamp (see first picture of the walkthrough.) using the underdes on the swamp bubble in the swamp, at the southern end of the swamp pond. You will fill three shots with gas underneath before it needs to be ref filled. Use the nods in the toad again to catch
bloated toads, and you're getting And put it in his inventory. get three toads . Chompy and Hunting [Edit | Edit Source] Return to Rantz and talk to him. He'll show you where to put the toads to where to get the chompy birds out, drop a toad on point, then walk closer to Rantz. Don't stay too close to the bait,
but make sure it's visible in range. In successful deception, a chompy bird will appear. Sometimes, deception will be unsuccessful and the bait will disappear; if this happens, let go of another toad. rantz shoots him , but i miss him . Talk to Rantz and offer to help shoot for him. He will agree and give you
his giant bow. (If you're fast getting a bow, the already spawned chompy bird can be killed. Head down to clear and place another toad (it doesn't have to be on the exact tile shown at first). Use bows and arrows and when the bird appears, it ranges. If the bird doesn't appear or it's flying away before you
can kill it, keep putting bloated toads to lure the Chompies back. When you kill Chompy, pluck the lenge and raw chompy into Rantz. He wants you to cook it now too (note: you have to kill your own CHOMPY. He will also tell you to ask the kids what they want the seasoned bird with. Travel to the cave,
and ask each of the two giant children that they want Chompy seasoned with. In all, you will need three different ingredients, but only one bird. It's different from player to player what the ogres want in Chompy, but here's a quick list of where it's all. A little to the southwest, there's a fire near where you'll
find tomatoes. Onions are growing near tomatoes. Right click on the grassy branches and select them. If you get pee seeds instead of pia, choose another shot. De Gaulle leaves: Heading west, on the way to the glider. Echo leaf: You can get this south-east of Rantz. Tomatoes: West-southwest of Rantz,
near the Big Ones. stool . Potatoes: Slightly southeast of Rantz (the same area leaves parity). It has to be chosen from a potato plant, cabbage: southwest of Rantz, north of tomatoes and onions. Use the bird in the North Rantz spit while keeping all three ingredients. Now Rantz cooked with his deliciously
seasoned chompy bird. Rewards[edit | edit source] Music unlocked[edit | edit source] Required for completeing[edit | edit source] Trivia[edit | edit source] When Rantz misses the bird, he blames the arrows rather than the knifeers. Today we are going to talk about great OSRS Bird Hunting Quest. In this
quest Rantz the giant who lives in a cave in the eastern part of Feldip Hills with his children, Fycie and Bugs gives you a job. He wants you to help him get a chompy bird to feed his kids, the skill needed for this big osrs chompy bird hunting quest you need: 30 cooking5 Fletching30 range items for OSRS
Big Chompy Bird Hunting Quest 4 Wolf Bones, Cabbage, tomatoes (they can be obtained during the quest) onions, potatoes, Equa leaves, Doogle leaves (they can be obtained during the quest) Chisel and knives filled 25 - 100Axe items recommended Feldep Hill teleport(s)Ring Duel Energy Duel Ride or
Potion Endurance Outfit Large Armor and Weapon Starting Point Trying to Start OSRS Big Chompy Bird Hunting Attempt You Have To Talk to Rantz, He is located in south-east Gu'Tanoth. You can get there using Feldip Hills Remote Nightmare Zone Mini-Game Group Mane, or Fairy Ring. Crush the five
Achey trees that are nearby, then use your knife on the logs and flash them to the shaft. Use your feathers on the arrow shaft, the next use your chisel on the wolf bones to guide them to the arrows. When this is done you can use flash tips in flight over arrows to giant arrows. After you've built more than
six giant arrows, go back to Rantz and talk to him. He will take six of the beams and tell you about the swampy toads his children love to play with. Ask Rantz all the questions mentioned otherwise you won't be going to open the breast later. The cave go north and enter the cave, talking to Rantz's children
in the cave. They'll let you know that Rantz locked their owls in the chest and tied the weight with a big rock. You can find it in the northwest corner of the cave, click on it to try opening the chest.  Depending on your power level you will either fail or succeed, but keep trying until you unlock it. Search the
chest to find some giant bellows and exit the cave. Head southwest of Rantz, until you see a little swamp. Standing on the western side of the swamp next to the dead tree, there is a safe spot. Use your giant underse on the swamp bubbles around the swamp and fill them with gas. Then use the nod on
the toad to catch the bloated toad, and you catch it and put it in your inventory. get three toads . Hunt and cook bird Chompy back to Rantz and talk to him. He shows you where to put the toads to where to get the chompy birds out you see in your mini-map yellow arrow that marks where you need to go.
Drop your three bloated ones, then go back to Rantz and talk to him.  Now you need to wait until a Chompy bird appears, Rantz will shoot it but he will lose as he blames it on the giant arrow that you made. Talk to him again, and he'll bow to you, equip you. Bows and arrows. Then kill the chompy bird
when it's done, take the slew and get a raw chompy. He will also tell you to ask the kids what they want the seasoned bird with. go back to the cave and talk to the kids and ask them what they want . Use the bird in the North Rantz spit while keeping all three ingredients. Give delicious seasoned cooked
chompy bird to Rantz and the quest will end. Rewards for OSRS Big Chompy Bird Hunt Quest 2 Points Quest262 Fleching Experience1,470 Cooking Experience735 Experience Range from Old School RuneScape Wiki &lt; Big Chompy Bird Hunting This quick guide has an in-depth guide here. This
includes a more detailed description of the conversation, cutscenes, and the fictional line. Speaking to Rantz East Northeast Feldip Hills (Aks Fairy Ring). ( 3) Note: You must flash yourself to progress. talk to rantz . Drop the bloated toad where the arrow points. After a short time while the arrows will
disappear, if this happens and you are able to catch the Chompy bird to spawn the solution is to get 3 or more bloated toads and place them in the cleanup. Talk to Rantz again until the chompy bird appears after Rantz shoots his bow to get a giant bow. ( 2•1) If you are fast enough, you can attempt to kill
the chompy bird that Rantz tried to hunt. Otherwise another toad would be placed in the cleanup. Kill the Chompy bird that appears with a giant bow. buy the lengeh and get the raw chompy . talk to rantz . Go back to the cave and talk to Faisi and Biggs to get the ingredients they asked for. The image on
this page shows their location. Use raw chompy in a north Rantz barbecue spit (fire outside the cave). talk to rantz . Perfect effort! Rewards[edit | edit source] Required for completeing[edit | edit source] source]
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